Abstract-The L-band interferometric radiometer onboard the Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity mission will measure polarized brightness temperatures (Tb). The measurements are affected by strong radiometric noise. However, during a satellite overpass, numerous measurements are acquired at various incidence angles at the same location on the Earth's surface. The sea surface salinity (SSS) retrieval algorithm implemented in the Level 2 Salinity Prototype Processor (L2SPP) is based on an iterative inversion method that minimizes the differences between Tb measured at different incidence angles and Tb simulated by a full forward model. The iterative method is initialized with a first-guess surface salinity that is iteratively modified until an optimal fit between the forward model and the measurements is obtained. The forward model takes into account atmospheric emission and absorption, ionospheric effects (Faraday rotation), scattering of celestial radiation by the rough ocean surface, and rough sea surface emission as approximated by one of three models. Potential degradation of the retrieval results is indicated through a flagging strategy. We present results of tests of the L2SPP involving horizontally uniform scenes with no disturbing factors (such as sun glint or land proximity) other than wind-induced surface roughness. Regardless of the roughness model used, the error on the retrieved SSS depends on the location within the swath and ranges from 0.5 psu at the center of the swath to 1.7 psu at the edge, at 35 psu and 15
SSS bias at the center of the swath is equal to −0.3 psu in DP mode and to −0.5 psu in ST1 mode. The inversion methodology implicitly assumes that WS errors follow a Gaussian distribution, even though these errors should follow more closely a Rayleigh distribution. For this reason, the use of wind components, which typically exhibit Gaussian error distributions, may be preferred in the retrieval. However, the use of noisy wind components creates WS and SSS biases at low WSs (0.1 psu at 3 m · s −1 ). At a sea surface temperature (SST) of 15
• C, the retrieved SSS is weakly sensitive to the SST biases, with the SSS bias always lower than 0.3 psu for SST biases ranging from −0.5
• C to −2 • C. In DP mode, biases in the vertical total electron content (TEC) of the atmosphere result in SSS biases smaller than 0.2 psu. The pseudofirst Stokes mode is insensitive to TEC. Failure to fully account for sea surface roughness scattering effects in the computation of sky radiation contribution leads to a maximum SSS bias of 0.2 psu in the selected configuration, i.e., a descending orbit over the Northern Pacific in February. To achieve SSS biases that are smaller than 0.2 psu, special care must be taken to correct for biases at low WS and to ensure that the bias on the mean WS (averaged over 200 km × 200 km and ten days) remains smaller than 0.5 m · s −1 .
Index Terms-Microwave radiometry, oceanography, salinity.
I. INTRODUCTION

S
OIL MOISTURE and sea surface salinity (SSS) are the key components of water cycle on Earth, and information on the distribution of these variables is the key to understanding the role of the water cycle in both the maintenance of the ocean circulation and the climate variability at various timescales. Although surface salinity and soil moisture are important components of atmospheric, oceanographic, and hydrologic forecasting models, it has not been possible to globally measure these variables with adequate resolution and coverage. In situ measurements remain scarce, and technological difficulties have inhibited the development of spaceborne observing systems.
The Soil Moisture and Ocean Salinity (SMOS) mission is one of the European Space Agency (ESA) Earth Explorer Opportunity Missions [1] within the ESA Living Planet Program. SMOS was proposed in 1998 by an international team of land and ocean scientists and engineers, and it is scheduled for launch in 2008. The SMOS instrument, MIRAS (Microwave Imaging Radiometer using Aperture Synthesis), uses aperture synthesis to obtain high spatial resolution over a large swath, which is similar to the way in which the Earth rotation synthesis in radio astronomy may be used to gain angular resolution. Since aperture synthesis instruments only require a thin array of small antennas rather than one large antenna, they have 0196-2892/$25.00 © 2008 IEEE significant size and weight advantages over real aperture instruments, and these advantages are critical for space missions. The MIRAS L-band radiometer is dual polarized (with an optional fully polarimetric mode), and it has, by virtue of the aperture synthesis and wide field of view (FOV), a multiangular imaging capability [2] , which may be exploited to reduce the impact of radiometric noise on salinity retrieval. This capability may also allow the retrieval of geophysical parameters [such as wind speed (WS)] other than the SSS. At L-band, the Stokes vector (with brightness temperatures collectively denoted by the symbol Tb) of radiation emitted by the surface is sensitive to soil moisture [3] and SSS. In the case of ocean surface emission, these Tbs are a function of the dielectric constant of seawater. The dependence on salinity increases with decreasing frequency, and low microwave frequencies are required to detect changes in salinity with adequate sensitivity for the SSS retrieval. The spectral window at L-band reserved exclusively for passive use (1400-1427 MHz) provides sufficient sensitivity with modern radiometers for this purpose [4] .
In addition to the low sensitivity of ocean surface Tbs to salinity at L-band [5] , the following three major factors may hamper the retrieval of salinity with SMOS measurements: 1) limitations of the instrument (radiometric noise, calibration stability, and image reconstruction techniques); 2) limitations of the auxiliary information on the sea surface properties (temperature, roughness, etc.) and on external contributions (sky radiation, atmosphere, etc.); 3) limitations of the forward model components. To reduce the impact of random errors, it will be necessary to spatially and temporally average the parameters obtained from SMOS retrievals (each of which is derived from measurements obtained from multiple views of a given area on Earth (i.e., a "footprint"), where each measurement corresponds to a footprint on the order of 40-50 km in diameter) in order to reduce the noise on the retrieved parameters [6] , [7] . Several issues highly relevant for large-scale and climate studies can benefit from the SMOS observational approach: barrier layer effects on tropical Pacific heat flux, North Atlantic thermohaline circulation, surface freshwater flux balance, etc. The SMOS mission objective is to estimate the SSS with an accuracy of 0.1-0.2 psu when retrievals are averaged over a 10-30-day period and over an open ocean area of 200 × 200 km [8] . Such an accuracy is required in order to address the aforementioned issues [9] .
The SMOS measurements are affected by strong radiometric noise. However, during a satellite overpass, numerous measurements are acquired at the same location on the Earth surface, resulting in nearly collocated (on Earth) measurements with incidence angles ranging from nadir to approximately 60
• (at the center of the swath). As part of the preparation of the Level 2 ground segment processing for the SMOS mission, we have developed a salinity retrieval algorithm based on an iterative inversion method that compares the Tbs reconstructed from the measured visibilities at different incidence angles with the Tbs simulated by a full forward model. This comparison is performed in the SMOS antenna polarization basis (i.e., in the "antenna reference frame"). The iterative method is initialized with a first-guess salinity that is modified until an optimal fit between the simulations and the measurements is obtained. The forward model takes into account atmospheric emission and absorption, scattering of celestial radiation by the rough ocean surface, Faraday rotation, and rough sea surface emission as approximated by one of three models. Potential degradation of the retrieval results is indicated through a flagging strategy. This algorithm is implemented in the Level 2 Salinity Prototype Processor (L2SPP).
In Section II, we present the philosophy, structure, and components of the SMOS salinity retrieval algorithm [10] . The forward model includes components that have been described previously in the literature as well as new components that have not. The former will be described briefly, and the latter will be described in more detail. Then, in Section III, we describe a series of idealized tests that has been performed in order to attempt to assess the expected performance of the algorithm. Key results from these tests are summarized and discussed in Section IV. Since surface wind, through its effect on surface roughness, is a key aspect of several components of the forward model, and since the wind may be represented as either speed and direction or as Cartesian components, in Appendix A, we relate the error characteristics of the WS to those of the wind components.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE SMOS L2SPP
The SMOS L2SPP computes estimates of the SSS and geophysical parameters (sea surface temperature (SST), WS, or friction velocity, or other roughness descriptors, etc.) from Tbs provided by the SMOS Level 1C (L1C) after image reconstruction. Table I provides an overview of both levels 1 and 2 processing steps and output products. The L2SPP is the basis for the implementation of the Level 2 Operational Processor. With respect to earlier SMOS simulators (SMOS end-to-end performance simulator [11] and salinity retrieval software [12] ), the L2SPP includes a more detailed formulation for reconstructed Tb noise and geometry as provided by the L1C Prototype Processor. Importantly, the L2SPP is capable of efficiently processing the SMOS L1C data in faster than real time; with three to five 64-bit Linux-based computers, each of which contains 4 GB of RAM, the processor is capable of processing 36 h of L1C data within 24 h.
A. SMOS Tb Characteristics
The SMOS synthetic antenna consists of 69 antenna elements [Light Cost Effective Front-end antennas (LICEF)] distributed along three equally spaced arms, resulting in a planar Y-shaped structure. Discrete samples of the complex visibility functions are obtained from the cross correlations between simultaneous signals obtained from pairs of antenna elements. The image reconstruction process computes a Tb field consistent with this discrete visibility function. The Tb field and the visibility function are related by a discrete form of an integral relationship that is somewhat analogous to a Fourier transform [13] - [15] . The L1C product provides 2-D fields of Tb reconstructed in the antenna reference frame and corrected for the antenna pattern of the LICEF antennas. These Tbs are directly reconstructed onto an Earth-fixed grid known as the Icosahedral Snyder Equal [16] . At any point within the FOV, the Stokes vector in the instrument polarization basis is related to the Stokes vector in the surface basis by a linear transformation that is a function of the rotation angle between the two sets of basis vectors [17] . When the instrument is in full polarization mode, this linear transformation is invertible, and we may obtain the surface-basis Stokes vector from the Stokes vector in the antenna basis by inverting this relation. We compute the instrument basis Stokes components via the relation   
Here, the Stokes vector components A x and A y are in the instrument basis (and corrected for antenna pattern), T h and T v are the corresponding Tb horizontally and vertically polarized components in the Earth reference frame, and α = −φ − ψ − ω is the polarization basis rotation angle, where ω is the Faraday rotation angle [18] , φ is azimuth in the antenna frame, and ψ is a polarization basis rotation angle defined as in Claassen and Fung [19] . Every 1.2 s (in nominal operating mode), the sensor images a 2-D FOV called a "snapshot," for which the Tb for a given polarization is reconstructed from the visibilities at a range of incidence angles [20] . In dual-polarization (DP) mode, the Tbs in the two orthogonal polarizations are reconstructed from successive snapshots. Therefore, as the satellite progresses in its orbit, a given fixed point on Earth is observed several times at a set of locations within the FOV. This set of locations is referred to as a "dwell line," and it is nearly parallel to the subsatellite track in the instrument FOV. For each fixed point on Earth, a pair of consecutive reconstructed Tbs in orthogonal polarizations A x and A y is obtained. However, these two Tbs are reconstructed from visibilities acquired at slightly different times; thus, the incidence angles for these two Tbs differ by approximately 0.6
• in DP (corresponding to a satellite position shift of approximately 8 km at a height of 756 km). This prevents an exact computation of the first Stokes parameter since (1) requires measurements obtained with the same geometry. Therefore, we introduce a "pseudofirst Stokes parameter." To build it, we sum a pair of consecutive measurements A x and A y , which are obtained in the antenna reference frame at the incidence angles θ 1 and θ 2 , for a specific grid point
The L2SPP can make use of either dual-polarized or fully polarized Tbs. The operating mode is not yet fixed and may change during the satellite lifetime. An option for using the pseudofirst Stokes parameter is under consideration since it minimizes the effects of Faraday rotation without significantly degrading the salinity retrieval [6] , [21] .
B. Measurement Preprocessing
The first step of the SMOS SSS retrieval algorithm is a selection of the subset of reconstructed Tbs that should be used in the retrieval process. At this stage, it is also determined if flags should be raised to indicate the possibility of errors in the retrieved salinity. The measurements are analyzed to discard suspect Tbs and to flag measurements that require specific processing. Specifically, the following tests are applied.
1) Tb range test. A first comparison is made between the measured and modeled Tbs. For this purpose, rough surface emissivity model 1 is used (see Section II-C). If the difference is above a threshold, the measurement is flagged and discarded. 2) Footprint size test. The spatial resolution (as determined by the elliptical footprint major axis length) of the measurement is checked. Only measurements with a major axis length less than 100 km [22] • C, a test is applied to measurements on grid points within the monthly climatological maximum extent of sea ice [23] . If the measured Tb exceeds that expected for a flat ocean surface by a critical threshold ∆A (with ∆A = 20 K in a first approach), then the measurement is flagged to indicate that it is possibly contaminated by ice. If more than 50% of the measurements are flagged as potentially contaminated by sea ice, then the grid point is flagged as potentially ice contaminated, but salinity is retrieved nevertheless. If the ice concentration as indicated by external information [e.g., data supplied by the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF)] is above 30%, the grid point is flagged as ice contaminated, and the SSS retrieval is not performed. 5) Outlier test. The purpose of this test is to detect measurements that are likely to be erroneous because they deviate greatly from the forward-model Tb. For this purpose, the processor compares each measured Tb (denoted A meas ) to a modeled Tb (denoted A mod ) in the antenna basis. If
then the measurement is flagged as an "outlier" and is not included in the retrieval. The median is computed using all Tbs measured at the same polarization for the grid point in question. k is a factor that is nominally set equal to five, and σ A = σ 2 A_meas + σ 2 A_ mod , where σ A_meas is the radiometric noise, and σ A_ mod is an estimate of the error on the model (in a first approach, we take σ A_ mod = Tb rough (θ = 0
• )/2, where Tb rough is the contribution of sea surface roughness to the total Tb, see Section II-C). The advantages of this method are threefold. The median is robust with a small number of measurements, the mean biases (model or instrument biases) are removed, and the corrections for atmosphere, celestial radiation, incidence angle variations, and Faraday rotation are taken into account. When the percentage of outliers detected for a grid point exceeds 50%, the grid point is flagged as "possibly contaminated by radio-frequency interference (RFI), etc.," and the SSS retrieval is performed with the remaining Tb. There is no means with which to discriminate between RFI and other disturbances that can produce these outliers. 6) Sun-contamination test. L1C will provide information on direct and reflected sun-contaminated measurements through various flags. At L2, a sun-glint model (see Section II-D2) will be applied, and measurements will be classified as no glint, low glint, medium glint, or high glint using three thresholds. The measurements flagged as possibly contaminated by sun glint by L1C will not be processed, and the measurements classified at Level 2 as sun-glint contaminated and with intensity above a threshold (that can coincide with the low, medium, or high threshold) will not be processed. When the percentage of the sun-contaminated measurements detected for a grid point exceeds 10%, the grid point is flagged as possibly contaminated by sun glint, and the SSS retrieval is performed with the remaining Tb. 7) Moon-glint test. The angle between target to moon direction and the measurement specular direction is checked. Measurements are flagged and not processed if the angle is smaller than 1.5
• . When the percentage of the mooncontaminated measurements detected for a grid point is greater than 10%, the grid point is flagged as possibly contaminated by the moon, and the SSS retrieval is performed with the remaining Tb. 8) Sky radiation test. If the error on the sky radiation provided with the sky map [24] is larger than 0.1 K, and the WS is below 2 m · s −1 , then the measurement is flagged and not used in the retrieval. If the sky radiation is greater than 4 K, then the measurement is flagged. When the percentage of the sky radiation-contaminated measurements detected for a grid point is greater than 10%, the grid point is flagged as possibly contaminated by strong sky radiation, and the SSS retrieval is performed with the remaining Tb. 9) Coastal zone test. Grid points are classified with respect to their distance to land. The SSS retrieval is not performed for grid points inside land or within 60 km of land. Retrieval is performed for grid points further than 60 km from land, but retrievals for grid points between 60 and 100 km from the coast are flagged to indicate that land may potentially impact the retrieval. The thresholds are taken from a previous study [22] . 10) Heavy-rain test. If intense rainfall (more than 2 mm/h) is reported in at least one of four ECMWF cells around the retrieval grid point, the SSS is retrieved, but the retrieval is flagged as potentially affected by heavy rain. All measurements that have successfully passed the tests are flagged as valid and used for the SSS retrieval. However, if the number of valid measurements for a given grid point is below 16, then the SSS retrieval is not performed.
Analysis of the flagging procedures will be subject to future investigations. The idealized tests described in Section III were performed, assuming that all available measurements are valid.
C. Sea Surface Modeling
At polarization p, the sea surface Tb can be expressed as follows:
where Tb flat is the Tb of a flat sea surface, Tb rough is the contribution of sea surface roughness, θ is the incidence angle, SST is the sea surface temperature, SSS is the sea surface salinity, and P rough is the parameter used to characterize the roughness.
Tb flat,p is given by
where R flat,p is the Fresnel reflection coefficient at polarization p, and ε is the dielectric constant of seawater. While a reasonably accurate model for the L-band emissivity of a flat sea exists [25] , the models of L-band emission from a roughened surface are subject to large uncertainties in both the electromagnetic models and the surface description. A comparative analysis of the use of different rough surface emissivity models in salinity retrievals has shown that the forward model has a strong impact on the quality of the retrieved salinity and that the emissivity model errors can introduce biases in the results [26] , [27] . Therefore, rough surface emissivity modeling is a key issue that deserves a significant validation and testing effort, and refinements in the models may be required after the SMOS launch in 2008. Three different roughness model options have been selected for implementation in the salinity retrieval algorithm, and they will be further evaluated during the calibration and validation (Cal/Val) phase. Two of them are theoretical models that require a statistical description of the sea surface and an asymptotic solution for rough surface electromagnetic scattering. Model 1 uses a two-scale approach to electromagnetic scattering and the Durden and Vesecky wave spectrum multiplied by two for the rough surface description [28] - [31] . It is currently the default model in the L2SPP. Model 2 uses the small slope approximation emission theory [32] , [33] and the Kudryavtsev sea surface wave spectrum model [34] . This model partitions the ocean surface into foamfree and foam-covered areas, and it includes a specific foam emissivity model to account for the effect of the presence of foam on the sea surface emission [35] . Foam contribution can have a significant impact for the WSs in excess of 10-12 m · s −1 [36] . Models 1 and 2 have been compared with the experimental data with good results [10] , [37] . Model 3 is a semiempirical formulation derived from the few existing data sets provided by campaigns in the Mediterranean Sea that have measured the L-band-polarized emission of the sea surface together with oceanographic and meteorological parameters recorded in coincidence with the radiometric data [38] , [39] . Model 3 has been used to retrieve the salinity from airborne radiometric measurements acquired in a region characterized by a large range of oceanographic conditions. The results show that the model performs fairly well [40] . Model 3 has multiple possible configurations which may be selected by varying a set of input parameters, and these configurations will be tested and tuned during the SMOS Cal/Val phase.
To compute the roughness contribution, model 1 uses the 10-m neutral equivalent WS, model 2 uses the friction velocity u * , and model 3, in its default configuration, uses the 10-m neutral equivalent WS and the significant wave height H s . In order to compare the roughness contributions given by the three models, we implicitly assume that several conditions apply.
1) The sea is fully developed.
2) The relationship between u * and WS is given by With these assumptions, the variation with incidence angle of Tb excess owing to the rough surface emission, as computed using three roughness models for three WSs, is shown in Fig. 1 
(a) and (b).
At 6 m · s −1 , both models 1 and 2 give similar results in both linear polarizations for incidences less than 50
• . At 16 m · s −1 , their simulated WS dependences follow similar trends up to about 50
• in horizontal polarization and 40
• in vertical polarization, where different dependences are observed. At large incidence angles, the differences can be explained by the combined contributions from either of the following: 1) the foam impact, which is accounted for in model 2 but not in model 1; 2) the differing sea surface slope statistics (meansquare slopes) between the rough surface models (specifically, the surface spectral model used in model 1 implies a meansquare slope twice those reported in Cox and Munk's laws [42] , whereas model 2 is constrained to obey these laws); and 3) the impact of tilting larger waves in model 1 that are not contributing in model 2. In all cases, model 3 Tb excess varies linearly with the incidence angle.
The dependence of rough surface Tb excess on surface WS, as computed using the three roughness models, is shown in Fig. 1 (c) and (d) for various incidence angles. For WSs higher than 3 m · s −1 , both models 1 and 3 exhibit nearly linear dependence with WS (except at 60
• in the vertical polarization for model 1), whereas model 2 exhibits a strong nonlinear dependence. This departure of the behavior of model 2 may be attributed to the impact of foam, which becomes significant for WSs larger than 10 m · s −1 .
D. Contributions From Other Sources 1) Sky Radiation:
Estimation of the downwelling celestial sky radiation at L-band that is scattered by the sea surface and sensed by Earth-viewing radiometers (sky glitter) is of particular concern for the remote sensing of SSS [5] , [43] , [44] . At L-band, this radiation originates from the uniform cosmic microwave background (about 2.7 K), the line emission from hydrogen, and a continuum background [44] , [45] . Sea surface scattered sky radiation might hamper the accurate SSS retrievals from spaceborne measurements of upwelling sea surface Tbs at L-band, as the sky-glitter contribution is expected to vary from roughly 2 K to more than 7 K, which is significant with respect to the SSS signature. Sky-glitter contamination is expected to be geographically and seasonally variable. Correction strategies for this contamination are therefore needed to be able to retrieve unbiased large-scale seasonal and geographical features of the global SSS field. The L2SPP will apply a correction, taking into account the rough sea surface scattering effect [24] , [46] . The influence of this correction on the retrieved salinity is studied in Section III-C.
2) Sun Glint: The sun is an extremely strong radiation source at L-band, exhibiting a time-dependent blackbody temperature that ranges between 10 5 and 10 7 K, depending on solar activity [47] . Two distinct mechanisms may contribute to the solar radiation intercepted by a radiometer antenna. One is the reflection of sun radiation by the Earth surface (sunglitter effects), and the other is the direct leakage into the antenna. The direct and reflected sun effects in a 2-D aperture synthesis radiometry imaging with SMOS have been studied, and cancellation techniques to remove these effects during the image reconstruction process have been discussed and proposed in [48] - [50] . These signals affect the average Tb of the Earth, which translates into a reconstructed image bias. To remove these biases at Level 1, visibility samples that would be measured by the instrument corresponding to point source located at the positions of the direct sun are computed and subtracted from the measured visibilities prior to the reconstruction process. While the shape of the direct sun image is not perturbed, the reflected sun image will be distorted by the rough Earth surface. Simulations of the sun-glint-induced image reconstruction biases based on forward scattering models revealed that these biases are very weakly WS dependent [50] . Therefore, a uniform 7-m/s WS is assumed over the oceans to evaluate the sun-glint-induced image reconstruction biases at Level 1. At Level 2, the sun-glint contamination is evaluated based on models and geophysical parameters in order to eventually flag the measurements. The center of the sun's glitter pattern will never be located in the SMOS AF FOV [49] . However, the expected range of surface WSs will cause the sun's glitter pattern to spread within the AF FOV, and this might contaminate the useful measured signal. More specifically, frequent contaminations are expected near the winter solstices when the center of the sun's glitter pattern will lie close to the right-hand border of the FOV. These sun-glitter effects are modeled using the Kirchhoff asymptotic scattering theory to compute the forward scattering of the sun radiations from the rough water surface [51] . Since we expect the fraction of affected measurements to be small, such measurements will be flagged and discarded, and no correction will be applied.
3) Atmospheric Effects: a) Atmospheric absorption and emission: Several constituents of the atmosphere are radiatively important at L-band, so that atmospheric self-emission and attenuation must be accounted for by the following:
where Tb TOA is the Tb at the top of the atmosphere, Tb s is the upwelling Tb from the surface, Tb up is the Tb self-emitted by the atmosphere upward and attenuated along the upward path, and Tb down is the Tb self-emitted by the atmosphere downward and attenuated along the downward path (Fig. 2) . Tb up and Tb down are usually derived using a multilayer model. In the following, we will show that, at L-band, a simplified model can be used. τ atm is the equivalent optical thickness of the atmosphere, and Γ is the surface reflection coefficient, with
The emissivity e is computed for a rough surface:
There are four atmospheric constituents to be considered: dry atmosphere, water vapor, clouds, and rain. Ideally, each of the quantities identified in (6), i.e., τ atm , Tb up , and Tb down , is the sum of the four corresponding contributions.
The radiatively active component in the dry atmosphere is molecular oxygen. Oxygen molecules have a permanent magnetic moment; therefore, absorption and radiation in the microwave region occur due to magnetic interactions with the incident field. This interaction produces a family of rotation absorption lines in the vicinity of 60 GHz (known as the oxygen complex) and an additional isolated line at 118.8 GHz [52] . In the lower part of the Earth's atmosphere, pressure broadening causes the complex of lines to blend together to a continuous absorption band centered around 60 GHz. The absorptivity and the emissivity of molecular oxygen at L-band depend on the pressure P (z) and the temperature T (z) of the atmosphere as a function of the altitude z. A model for the absorption by oxygen at lower microwave frequencies is described in [53] . For frequencies below 45 GHz, the contribution from the 118.75-GHz oxygen absorption line can be neglected, leaving only the contribution from the 60-GHz absorption line. The oxygen contribution is, by far, the largest atmospheric contribution [54] .
In the microwave region, water vapor has rotational absorption lines at 22.235 and 183.31 GHz. Furthermore, there are also some absorption lines above this region, which contribute to the microwave absorption spectrum. For calculation of the absorption at L-band, one can, according to Ulaby et al. [53] , group the contributions from the 183.31 GHz and all the absorption lines above in a residual term through the use of a low-frequency approximation.
Radiative effects of ice clouds are negligible at L-band. Concerning liquid water clouds, according to Ulaby et al. [53] and Peichl et al. [54] , empirical expressions have been developed by Benoit [55] for the absorption coefficient. It appears that the only cases where the overall radiative effect at L-band might not be negligible originate from deep cumulus clouds. However, there is no reliable auxiliary data on the depths of these clouds. Moreover, they are mostly associated with rain events, which are considered next.
According to Peichl et al. [54] , rain in the atmosphere produces a nonnegligible radiative contribution when the rain intensity exceeds about 10 mm/h (at the SMOS footprint scale); this is estimated to occur less than 0.2% of the time over all latitudes and less than 0.65% of the time over equatorial areas (these figures may be pessimistic at 6 A.M. local time). Given the lack of available rain-rate information on a global scale, potentially rain-contaminated retrievals are flagged with no attempt at correction (see Section II-B). As previously stated, the heavy clouds should be associated with rain events. However, there are obviously cases for which rain attenuation effects will be significant. This deserves further study, including an attempt to build a forward model for the rain contribution.
Numerical simulations using the Liebe model [56] show that, at L-band, the Tb up and Tb down radiative contributions differ from less than 0.01 K because the main contribution to both of these Tbs is emission from a thin layer near the surface. Consequently, they can be assumed equal to a single value Tb atm in (6) .
With the preceding considerations, the atmospheric contribution to the Tb incident at the satellite may be computed with the following information:
Tb
For the purpose of SMOS data inversion, a multilayer model is not necessary to simulate the atmospheric effects at L-band, and we propose regressions to easily compute τ atm and Tb atm . The emission of each component is written as the product of optical thickness τ and an equivalent layer (physical) 
where x identifies the component (oxygen or water vapor) considered.
For dry atmosphere, a quadratic fit to the results obtained using the multilayer model has been found necessary
where θ is the incidence angle, and P 0 is the surface pressure. For the water vapor contribution, a linear fit is found adequate
where WVC is the total precipitable water-vapor content. Coefficient values are detailed in Table II . The difference between Tb TOA (6) simulated with the simplified atmosphere model and Tb TOA simulated with the multilayer model is less than 0.05 K at low incidence angles and less than 0.1 K at 50
• (Fig. 3) . With the simplified atmosphere model and for a flat sea, the total atmospheric contribution (i.e., Tb TOA − Tb s ) ranges from 2.6 K at nadir to 3.4 K in vertical polarization and 5.6 K in horizontal polarization at 56
• of incidence angle. b) Faraday rotation: Another atmospheric effect that requires correction is the Faraday rotation induced by the ionospheric electrons, as it rotates the electric field, thereby modifying the Stokes vector components. The Faraday rotation angle ω (in degrees) can be approximated by
where B(400) is the geomagnetic field at an altitude of 400 km (in teslas),
is the angle between the direction of propagation and the Earth magnetic field, θ is the angle between nadir and the line of sight to the surface (viewing angle), and TEC is the vertical total electron content below the spacecraft, in TEC units [58] .
Le Vine and Abraham [58] have shown that, at 6 A.M., the error on Tb due to Faraday rotation can reach 1.5 K, depending on the incidence angle. Neglecting the horizontal variations of the ionosphere at SMOS snapshot scale (about 1200 × 1200 km) leads to additional errors on Tb ranging from 0 to 0.6 K. Longitudinal TEC variations are relatively small compared with latitudinal variations. Mean latitudinal Tb errors (averaged along all longitudes) range from 0 to 0.25 K. The greatest error values are obtained at the geomagnetic equator and for high incidence angles [59] .
Correcting for the Faraday rotation would require the TEC to be known with an accuracy of 0.5 TECu to obtain an error on the SSS of 0.1 psu, but external TEC measurements fail to meet this requirement [18] . Yueh [57] has proposed a method to estimate the Faraday rotation angle from the third Stokes parameter, obtaining a residual error on T h of less than 0.2 K for ω ≤ 10
• . Two options are considered in the L2SPP in order to minimize Faraday rotation effect on the SSS retrieval. The first option involves the use of the pseudofirst Stokes parameter defined in Section II-A to retrieve the SSS since it is almost insensitive to TEC. The second option involves the retrieval of the TEC from the SMOS multiangular measurements as part of the salinity retrieval procedure, as proposed in [18] .
E. Geometrical Projection From Earth to Antenna Reference Frame
The iterative process to retrieve salinity from the SMOS measurements requires comparison of the measured and modeled Tbs, and this comparison is performed in the antenna polarization basis. Prior to this comparison, the forward model is used to compute the Tb associated with all physical processes, including rough surface emission, atmospheric self-emission, scattered galactic noise, and atmospheric attenuation of the upwelling brightness. At this point, the only omitted physical process affecting the Tb incident at the antenna is the Faraday rotation, and the result of this computation is the modeled Stokes vector at the top of the atmosphere in the surface polarization basis and with no consideration of the Faraday rotation.
The next step is to transport this Stokes vector to the SMOS antenna polarization basis, considering both the polarization basis rotation (which is merely a function of the viewing geometry) and the rotation of the electric field in the plane that is normal to the line of sight owing to the ionospheric Faraday rotation. After this step, a direct comparison of the modeled Stokes vector with the measured Stokes vector is possible. With the viewing geometry defined in [18] , the transformation of the Stokes vector from the surface to the antenna polarization basis, with the Faraday rotation included, is given by (1) . The rotation angle is the sum of the Faraday rotation angle and the additional counterclockwise rotation of the electricfield components associated with the clockwise rotation of the (H, V) polarization basis vectors (looking toward the antenna from the surface target).
F. Iterative Scheme 1) Method:
A description of the retrieval method can be found in [60] . A maximum-likelihood Bayesian approach is used, taking advantage of the a priori information available about physical parameters. With this formalism, errors on Tb and on retrieved physical parameters are assumed to be Gaussian. In the antenna reference frame, the Tb modeled using the forward models described in the previous paragraphs A mod is fitted to a set of Tbs A meas reconstructed at different incidence angles by minimizing the cost function
Here, N is the number of measurements available for retrieval at different incidence angles in X and Y polarizations. N ranges from about 240 measurements at the center of the swath to about 20 at 600 km from the subsatellite track. A meas n is simulated at incidence angles θ n using one of the three forward models, with σ
A_model_n , where σ A_meas_n is the instrument noise simulated by the L1C prototype, and σ A_model_n is an estimate of the model error. Both are given in the antenna reference frame (for the detailed expression of the model error in the antenna reference frame, see Appendix B). Typically, σ A_meas_n ranges from 1.4 to 3.4 K (Fig. 4) . In a first approach, we take the model error σ A_model_n to be constant and equal to 0.5 K. The physical parameters of the forward model P i consist of all of the parameters that may influence the modeled Tb, including SSS, SST, TEC, WS, and direction (or, alternatively, wind components), and possibly other roughness descriptors, depending on the roughness model used. M is the number of parameters, and P i0 is the a priori estimate of the P i with a priori variance σ
. P i0 values are specified a priori, whereas P i values are adjusted during the retrieval. A maximum of seven physical parameters can be retrieved with the current configuration. A general least square iterative algorithm [61] is used to retrieve the P i values that minimize the cost function (15) , and this algorithm provides estimates of the theoretical variances σ 2 P i of the retrieved parameters. The theoretical error σ P i on the geophysical parameter P i is computed by the Levenberg and Marquardt algorithm as follows:
M is pseudo-Hessian, with
where C 0 is the a posteriori covariance matrix (see Appendix B)
. . , N, and i = 1, . . . , M (19) and the superscript T is the transpose operator. 2) Data: For the operational processor, all the auxiliary data required to specify prior parameters P i0 (SST, wind descriptors, atmospheric parameters, etc.) are obtained from the ECMWF. Auxiliary data are preprocessed to generate physical parameters required by the algorithm and to interpolate these physical parameters onto the fixed Earth grid on which the retrievals are performed. The L1C product includes one TEC value per snapshot, which is produced by the International Global Navigation Satellite System Service (IGS) [62] . In case the IGS data are not available, the L1C processor uses the TEC produced by the International Reference Ionosphere (IRI2001) model [63] instead. For each grid point, there are as many TEC values as Tb values; thus, we use the median TEC as prior value when the TEC is retrieved. The uncertainties σ P i0 associated with the geophysical parameters are set to appropriate constant values. The one exception is the SSS, which is unconstrained during the retrieval procedure.
With the L2SPP, we retain the possibility of using alternative sources of auxiliary data. The computation of the uncertainties and the possibility of regional biases in the auxiliary data require further study, as both have an impact on the SSS retrieval quality.
G. Output Product
The L2SPP output product includes, for each grid point, the three salinities retrieved with the three forward models, their associated theoretical uncertainty, and the SST and WS prior values. The "confidence flags" and descriptors generated by the L2SPP [10] provide an indication of the quality of the retrieval (i.e., poor fit quality, no convergence, estimate of the total uncertainty on the retrieved SSS, etc.) and indicate the presence of measured Tb outliers, potential sun-glint contamination, sky radiation contamination, etc. The processor also produces "science flags," which are raised whenever the geophysical conditions, such as the presence of ice, heavy rain, or the proximity of land, might impact the quality of the retrieval.
The Level 2 Processor does not perform any spatial or temporal averaging of the retrieved parameters; potential reduction in random or systematic (e.g., bias) errors in the retrieved parameters by temporal or spatial averaging or by the introduction of additional auxiliary parameters is left to further processing at the so-called "Level 3" stage.
III. IDEALIZED RETRIEVALS
A. Method
A set of idealized tests has been performed in order to verify that the prototype performs as expected. For this purpose, we perform retrievals over about 7300 grid points of the 15-km ISEA grid. For models 1 and 3, retrievals are performed on WS (on u * for model 2, Table III ). Errors are assumed to be Gaussian, which can lead to unphysical negative WS prior values at low WS. To avoid this, retrievals have also been performed with model 1 on wind components u and ν with Gaussian noise added to u and ν, naturally inducing a WS error with a Rayleigh distribution (see Appendix A). This issue is discussed in Section III-B2e. Retrievals are performed for the three models over five homogeneous scenes (Table IV) . Simulations have also been performed at 25
• C and 5
• C for SSS = 35 psu. With respect to the results obtained at 25
• C and 38 psu, and at 5
• C and 33 psu, the errors on SSS show similar trends and vary by less than 6% at the center of the swath and by less than 3% at the edge for model 1 in the nominal retrieval configuration. Different retrieval conditions have also been tested ( Table V) .
The resulting biases and errors on the retrieved SSS are averaged within eight 150-km-wide swath zones, containing about 1000 grid points each, to reduce noise and improve the reliability of error statistics. We compute the bias b
The median of the retrieved geophysical parameter P i is computed over the Ng grid points of the zone. P true i is the true value of P i . We compute the mean theoretical error σ
and the root-mean-square (rms) error
with 
B. Results
1) SSS Retrieved in Nominal Conditions (Three Models):
First, we examine the statistical behavior of the retrievals. Fig. 5(a) shows the normalized SSS error (i.e., the ratio of the difference between the retrieved and true SSS and the theoretical error) for the three models, and Fig. 5(b) shows the theoretical and rms errors for retrievals performed for the reference scene in nominal retrieval conditions. The three normalized SSS errors follow a distribution close to Gaussian, showing that the linear model approximation does not generate major artifacts. The theoretical and rms errors are very similar, showing that the retrieval behaves well statistically. In the rest of this paper, only theoretical errors are shown, as we have found them to be representative of the rms errors. Errors increase at the edge of the swath due to greater radiometric noise and to decreasing number of available measurements (Fig. 5(b) , see also Fig. 4 ). Differences obtained with the three models reflect different sensitivities of Tb to roughness parameters and our present knowledge of L-band emissivity modeling. The error is globally smaller for model 2 (0.5-1.5 psu) than for model 1 (0.6-1.6 psu) and model 3 (0.5-1.7 psu). Fig. 6 shows the influence of the prior WS, i.e., WS prior , on the retrieved SSS for the three models. A high (low) value of WS prior results in a high (low) Tb mod that is not entirely corrected during the iterative process, and consequently, the SSS is overestimated (underestimated). Regardless of the roughness emissivity model used, the scatter of the points is larger at the edge of the swath than at the center, with the lowest scatter observed for model 2. Model 3 shows the largest scatter at the edge of the swath, and model 1 shows the largest scatter at the center of the swath, as already observed for the theoretical uncertainties [ Fig. 5(b) ].
In the rest of this section, we show the results obtained with model 1 to illustrate the general behavior of the retrieval. Models 2 and 3 have also been tested, and the results follow the same trends as those of model 1. Table VI gives the error and the bias for the retrieved SSS, SST, WS, and TEC for the five homogeneous scenes specified in Table IV , under nominal retrieval conditions (Table V) . The greatest error (1.22 psu at the center of the swath and 2.44 psu at the edge) on SSS is obtained at 5
2) SSS Retrieved With Model 1: a) Nominal conditions:
• C, due to the low sensitivity of Tb to SSS at low SST. In all configurations, the error on the retrieved SST remains equal to the error on the prior SST (1 • C), showing no improvement of SST during the retrieval. On the other hand, WS is improved during the retrieval, with errors smaller than 1.5 m · s −1 at the center of the swath (1.12-1.39 m · s −1 ). The smallest error on WS is obtained at 3 m · s −1 , where the sensitivity of Tb to WS is the greatest. However, the greatest bias on the retrieved SSS (−0.11 psu at the edge of the swath) is also obtained in this configuration. This is discussed in Section III-B2e. In all configurations but one (high WS), the error on the retrieved TEC is higher at the center of the swath (2.73-2.96 TECu) than at the edge (2.56-2.59 TECu) because the TEC is more sensitive to the radiometric noise at the center of the swath.
b) Noise study at 15
• C: Fig. 7 shows the SSS error obtained with model 1 in DP and first Stokes (ST1) modes for various levels of noise on SST and WS. In ST1 mode, the curves are symmetrical about the subsatellite track; the asymmetry observed in DP mode is associated with the Faraday rotation. In both cases, the smallest SSS errors (0.4 at the center of the swath to 1.4 psu at the edge in DP mode) and the greatest SSS errors (0.7-2.1 psu in DP mode) are observed for perfectly known and poorly known WS, respectively, and this result emphasizes the large dependence of the SSS error to the errors on roughness parameters. By contrast, the SSS error is only weakly sensitive to the SST error due to the low sensitivity of Tb to SST at 15
• C. In the nominal retrieval conditions, the SSS error is greater in ST1 mode than in DP mode, by 30% at the center of the swath and by less than 1% at the edge. The ST1 mode is also more sensitive to the increasing errors on WS, showing a better ability of the DP mode to correct for large WS errors. Table VII shows that the error on the retrieved SST remains equal to the error on the prior SST, confirming that the SST is not improved by the retrieval. At the center of the swath, the retrieved WS is significantly improved in the case of poorly known prior WS. The error on the retrieved WS is about 1 m · s −1 lower than the a priori error. However, the error on the retrieved SSS is greater in this case (1.02 psu at the center of the swath and 2.04 psu at the edge), as well as the error on the retrieved TEC (3.15 TECu at the center of the swath). 
c) Noise study at 25
• C: Fig. 8(a) and (b) shows the SSS error obtained in DP mode for high and low SSS and SST scenes. The SSS error is greater at 5
• C than at 15
• C (in nominal conditions: 1.1 psu at the center of the swath to 2.5 psu at the edge and 0.6-1.6 psu, respectively; see also Fig. 7) . Conversely, the SSS error is slightly smaller at 25 • C, with 0.5 psu at the center and 1.2 psu at the edge of the swath. This reflects the lower Tb sensitivity to SSS at lower SST. In all cases, the SSS errors vary by less than 0.2 psu when the SST errors vary by less than 1
• C. e) Bias related to WS error modeling: In the case of no bias in auxiliary parameters and Tb, the retrieved SSS is almost free of bias. The retrieval method used in the L2SPP implicitly assumes that the distribution of the WS error is Gaussian. Under this assumption and at low WS, WS prior can become negative, which is unphysical. Avoidance of this problem is the motivation to use wind components rather than WS in the retrieval with model 1. Freilich [64] and Stoffelen [65] have shown that due to the positive definite nature of WS, it is unrealistic to assume a Gaussian noise on WS. They show that it is more reasonable to assume isotropic random errors on wind components either measured in situ or deduced from meteorological models. However, at low WS, random noise on wind components leads to bias on WS. At present, this flaw is not corrected in the prototype. Fig. 9 shows that, at the center of the swath, the bias on the retrieved WS ranges from 0.6 m · s when wind components or WS is retrieved differs the most at 3 m · s −1 (with a difference ranging from 0.08 to 0.3 psu) and the less at 15 m · s −1 (with a difference ranging from 0 to 0.05 psu).
f) Influence of biased auxiliary parameters: In DP mode, the strongest biases on SSS (more than 0.3 psu in absolute value) are observed for B WS = −1 and −2 m · s −1 [ Fig. 11(a) ]. These values are comparable with those obtained in previous studies [6] . Moreover, both of these biases are smaller in absolute value at the center of the swath (0.3 and 0.5 psu, respectively) than at the edge (0.4 and 0.9 psu, respectively). On the other hand, the SSS biases obtained in ST1 mode for B WS = −1 and −2 m · s −1 do not vary across track [0.5 and 0.9 psu, respectively, Fig. 11(b) ]. This shows that the DP mode is better able to correct for the WS biases close to the center of the swath. The reason is that the Tb measured by SMOS at the center of the swath covers a large range of incidence angles (from 0
• to about 60 • ) relative to the Tb measured at the edge of the swath (from about 42
• to 48 • ). The sensitivity of the first Stokes parameter I to WS increases with WS but varies weakly with the incidence angle. At 7 m/s, it ranges from 0.5 K · ms (Table VII) . In the first case, there is a 0.21-TECu bias on the retrieved TEC, and in the second case, there is a 0.54-TECu bias, due to the fact that the second Stokes parameter is sensitive to both the WS and the TEC.
In DP mode, the SSS biases resulting from biases on TEC are smaller than 0.2 psu in absolute value and antisymmetric with respect to the subsatellite track, resulting from the fact that the Faraday rotation varies within the FOV [ Fig. 11(a) ]. This antisymmetry disappears when the TEC error is increased to 10 TECu (not shown). The retrieved SSS appears unbiased in Table VII because the averaging results in a compensation of biases of opposite signs. Biases on the prior TEC (−5 and −10 TECu) are partly corrected during the retrieval, as the biases on the retrieved TEC amount to about −1 and −1.5 TECu. In ST1 mode, biases on the prior TEC have no effect on the retrieved SSS, showing that the pseudofirst Stokes parameter is insensitive to TEC [ Fig. 11(b) ].
The SSS biases resulting from the SST biases remain smaller than 0.3 psu in absolute value (Fig. 11) . The retrieval does not improve the SST, as the biases on the retrieved SST remain equal to −1
• C and −2 • C (Table VII) . The sensitivity to the SST bias depends on SST range since the sensitivity of Tb to SST depends on the SST. At the center of the swath, maximum 
SSS biases obtained at 5
• C, 15
• C, and 25
• C amount to −1.0, −0.3, and 0.3 psu, respectively (Fig. 12) . The smallest SSS bias value is obtained at 15
• C, where sensitivity of Tb to SST is low (about −0.04 K/
• C at 35 psu).
C. Influence of Sky Radiation
In order to evaluate the influence of the downwelling sky radiation on the quality of the retrieved SSS, simulations are performed on a fraction of a descending orbit in the North Pacific (Fig. 13 ) over a homogeneous scene (SSS = 35 psu, SST = 15
• C, and WS = 7 m · s −1 ). The forward model used to simulate the sky radiation contribution to the "measured" Tbs takes into account the rough sea surface scattering effect, using bistatic scattering coefficients [24] , [46] (denoted "GN2 method"). Two retrievals are performed, each using a different method in the inverse model to correct for the sky radiation.
1) The GN2 method. 2) A simplified method (denoted "GN1 method"), where the sky radiation is assumed homogeneous, and its intensity is equal to the sky radiation intensity in the specular direction integrated over the SMOS synthetic antenna directional gain (about 2 • angular width). The reflectivity at polarization p, i.e., R p , is given by
In order to compare the sky contributions computed with the GN1 and the GN2 methods, we compute for each grid point the maximum, minimum, and median sky contributions. The maximum reflected celestial sky radiation computed with the GN1 method exhibits strong variations. The first Stokes parameter I ranges from 4.6 to 8.4 K (Fig. 14, top left) . These variations are mostly due to the variations in the incident radiation, as the reflectivity of I is weakly sensitive to changes in incidence angle within the FOV. The maximum scattered sky radiation computed with the GN2 method varies less, with I ranging from 4.6 to 7 K. This is due to the angular spreading of the bright sources by surface roughness, as the bistatic scattering coefficients must be integrated over a solid angle of 40
• angular width about the specular direction to account for 90% of the reflectivity [46] . The minimum reflected sky radiations show similar behavior for both the GN1 and GN2 methods (Fig. 14, bottom left) because the roughness impact is smaller for cold sources and homogeneous regions of the sky. The 0.5-K variation at ±350 km from the satellite track corresponds to a change of incidence-angle range (from 25
• -60
• at ±300 km to 40
• -45
• at ±500 km), leading to different regions of the sky seen in the specular direction. The stronger GN2 signal between 400 and 600 km is caused by bright sources within the galactic plane entering the solid angle over which the incident celestial radiation is integrated. The median reflected sky radiation shows similar trends for both methods, except at 500 km from the track, where the GN1 signal is up to 0.5 K stronger than the GN2 signal (Fig. 14, top right) . This creates a 0.2-psu bias on the SSS retrieved at 500 km from the track with the GN1 method (Fig. 14, bottom right) , whereas the bias remains smaller than 0.1 psu between −600 and 300 km. As expected, the SSS bias obtained with the GN2 method is always smaller than 0.1 psu since in these simulations, the GN2 model is implicitly assumed to be perfect.
IV. CONCLUSION
A prototype processor has been developed to process the SMOS L1C data (reconstructed Tbs in the antenna polarization basis). Outside of one short satellite mission in the 1970s (Skylab) and a few aircraft campaigns, there have been few attempts to retrieve salinity from the L-band radiometric measurements. Therefore, the L2SPP described here has been designed to be easily reconfigured, and it can accommodate alternative forward model components that may be developed after launch. As many of the forward model components require computationally expensive calculations, these model components are implemented in the L2SPP with the help of lookup tables, which also facilitates modification after launch. The inversion is accomplished in the antenna polarization basis. It has the distinct advantage of avoiding potential problems arising from attempting to compute the surface basis Tb components T v and T h from nonsimultaneous measurements of the Tb components in the antenna polarization basis A x and A y . Another key advantage of retrieval in the antenna polarization basis is that, in this basis, the measurement errors are uncorrelated. A key product of the inversion algorithm is an estimate of the uncertainty on the retrieved salinity, which is a function of the uncertainties on the reconstructed Tbs, the auxiliary geophysical parameters, and the uncertainties in the forward model components. This uncertainty estimate may be important for data assimilation techniques that typically require such uncertainty estimates. The main drawback of the algorithm is that it is very sensitive to systematic errors (biases) on the reconstructed Tbs, the auxiliary parameters, and the forward models. The accuracy of estimators will depend on the overall reliability of radiometric measurements, of auxiliary data, and of forward models used in the retrieval algorithm. If the dependence of the measured Tbs upon the auxiliary data were linear and identical to that assumed in generating the simulated data, and if the measured Tbs and auxiliary parameters were bias free with a random noise, then the estimator for SSS would be bias free, and the theoretical estimates for uncertainties would be correctly estimated. However, the forward models used in the retrieval are both slightly nonlinear and subject to systematic errors. Hence, one may expect retrieval biases as well as underestimation of the theoretically estimated retrieval uncertainties. The objectives of the Cal/Val phase are to find the most suitable auxiliary parameters for salinity retrieval (i.e., those that result in minimum bias) and to minimize the forward model and auxiliary parameter biases. In addition, a pseudocardioid model [66] is being implemented in the L2SPP. It will retrieve a single parameter that synthesizes the available information about surface dielectric characteristics. This avoids modeling the relationship between the geophysical parameters and the surface dielectric properties. The retrieval of this parameter over the ocean could be used to detect the presence of ice and to detect the flaws in reconstructed Tbs, in forward emissivity models, or in auxiliary parameters.
The results of idealized tests conducted over homogeneous scenes with the SMOS L2SPP are in good agreement with the results obtained in previous studies [6] , [12] . In the idealized configurations examined here (i.e., homogeneous scenes and no flagged measurements), roughness is the main sea surface signal contaminating the SSS retrieval. The three rough surface emissivity models considered here show similar performance. For all three models and all test conditions considered here, the error on the retrieved SSS depends strongly on the location within the swath. In the case of the reference scene with nominal retrieval conditions, the errors range from 0.5 psu at the center of the swath to 1.7 psu at the edge. The DP mode is more robust than the ST1 mode in the presence of WS biases. For a WS bias of −1 m · s −1 , the corresponding SSS bias at the center of the swath is −0.3 psu in DP mode, whereas it is −0.5 psu in ST1 mode. The retrieval method implicitly assumes that the WS error is Gaussian distributed, which is not strictly correct. Therefore, we tested the use of wind components rather than the WS in the retrieval procedure. However, in this more realistic case, the positivity of WS creates an SSS bias at low WSs (0.1 psu at 3 m · s −1 ). At 15
• C, the retrieved SSS is weakly sensitive to the SST biases, with the SSS bias always smaller than 0.3 psu for SST biases ranging from −0.5
• C. In DP mode, the TEC biases result in SSS biases smaller than 0.2 psu. The ST1 mode is insensitive to TEC. Failure to fully account for the sea surface-roughness scattering effects in the computation of sky radiation contribution leads to an SSS bias smaller than 0.2 psu in the selected configuration, i.e., a descending orbit over the Northern Pacific in February. Larger (lower) biases are expected when the sky region specularly reflected on the rough sea surface is located closer (further) to the galactic plane. Larger biases can also be found in unfavorable seasonal conditions such as a descending orbit in September [24] .
To achieve a SSS bias that is smaller than 0.2 psu, there is a need to do the following: 1) to correct for biases at low WS, and 2) to keep the bias on the mean WS (average over 200 × 200 km and ten days) smaller than 0.5 m/s [6] . The results given in Section III are for instantaneous SSS. In an optimistic case (i.e., random errors), when averaging temporally and/or spatially the retrieved SSS, its error would ideally decrease as 1/ √ N , where N is the number of independent measurements. For example, with a mean spatial resolution of the SMOS measurements of about 40 km, the number of independent measurements within a 200 × 200 km box amounts to 25. At midlatitudes, there are six satellite overpasses in ten days (ascending and descending). Hence, averaging over 200 × 200 km and ten days would result in an error divided by 12. The prototype is being carefully tested and corrected before launch through dedicated simulations, and it is anticipated that it will be modified and improved once SMOS is in orbit and real data become available. An alternative algorithm, based on the neural network philosophy, will also be developed and implemented after launch as an alternative to the approach described here. The quality of the algorithm will be assessed after the SMOS launch, based on comparison between SMOS retrieved SSS, wind and SST, and in situ measured Fig. 13 . Location of the fraction of the (top, in black) selected descending orbit and of the corresponding sky region specularly reflected on the rough sea surface and integrated over the (bottom, white contour) SMOS synthetic antenna directional gain. The date of simulation is February 23, 2007. parameters. Validation of the forward models using airborne measurements [67] , [68] 
Assuming an isotropic error on U , we define
where u and ν are the noisy wind components, and ε u and ε ν are the centered randomly distributed errors having the same standard deviation σ. Thence, the joint density function of ε u and ε ν , i.e., f (ε u , ε ν ), is [69] 
We also define the noisy WS U and direction θ as A classical change of variables from (u , ν ) to (U , θ ) gives
It follows that the density function of U , i.e., f U , can be expressed as
Using (A1), (A3), and (A4)
This yields The density function of wind direction can be deduced as well Hence
That yields
where erfc is the error function defined from an integral of a Gaussian law. Note that this density function is periodic but defined uniquely on the support [ 0 2π [ to avoid both redundancy of information and a normalization over ] − ∞; +∞[. The density functions of U and θ are shown in Fig. 15 for U = 2 m · s −1 , θ = 90
• , and σ = 1.5 m · s −1 . When U = 0, f U (U ) is a Rayleigh density function and
Using normalized variables
The average of U , i.e., U , and the standard deviation of U , i.e., std(U ), are deduced as
where F 1 and F 2 are uniquely dependent upon the normalized variable U n . The variations of F 1 (U n ) − U n (i.e., the normalized WS bias induced by the noise on the wind components) and F 2 (i.e., the normalized standard deviation of the WS error) are shown in in the Earth reference frame. The correlations of the model error between different measurements are neglected. Model errors are expected to be significantly lower (about ten times) than measurement errors, so that correlations of the model error between different measurements are expected to be negligible compared with the measurement errors.
The value of the model uncertainty is determined by considering the assumptions and the limitations of each component of the forward model. In the present approach, we assume that this uncertainty is constant and independent of polarization in the Earth reference frame. In the future, σ Tb_model could be given as an analytical function of auxiliary parameters (SST, WS, etc.), incidence angle, and polarization. Most systematic biases of the modeled Tb are expected to be determined during the Cal/Val phase, and the models will be corrected accordingly.
The method of transport of the error variances to the antenna reference frame is detailed next. The covariance matrix in the antenna reference frame (C Note that this matrix is not diagonal, leading to correlated model errors in the antenna reference frame.
As the measurement error is assumed to be uncorrelated in the antenna reference frame, the covariance matrix for A meas (C meas ) is diagonal in the antenna reference frame ) in the antenna reference frame. The value of the measurement uncertainty is from the SMOS L1C data product output.
Finally, since errors are assumed to be Gaussian, the variance-covariance matrix of A, i.e., C A , is given in the antenna reference frame by
For the same reasons as aforementioned, the correlations are neglected, and the C Tb matrix is assumed to be diagonal, shown at the top of the page. Therefore, σ 
